PERMANENT SOLUTION TO THE GLOBAL WATER PROBLEM:

There is a logic and scientific way to handle this. As we already have been lost most of the soil fertility, which we considered mostly due to the application of artificial fertilizers, there is also another reason for this. That is loss of Minerals and Nutrients (Micro & Macro) from the soil which is over and over lost in one direction (i.e., from Mountains to Agricultural Fields to Ocean) due to natural rainfall. If we reverse it, there is a possibility for retaining natural seasonal and annual rainfall.

_Do you ever wondered, why rainfall occur mostly in mountain regions?_

As there is increased salt content, as rocks in the form of hump, which are even dry due to sunlight, and they tend to attract the moist air nearby, there by, the clouds, and so the fields with proper salt content and dryness getting the seasonal rainfall annually.

In the same way, the salt content in the oceans is also get increased, which have been due to the accumulation of salts, minerals and others into them from the land regions with high slopes (i.e., Mountains) through Rivers due to Natural Rainfall. The above process continued to attain the saturation point of ocean naturally i.e., NOW. And so, the evaporation of the ocean water due to sunlight has been highly reduced. And is due to the, Inability of the Sunlight to Evaporate the Water In Hydrated Salts of Ocean Water. Thus,
aforementioned remedy will be the permanent one. This remedy will be Effective & Practical, only if it is made in a Large Scale (as comparable to a Continental Level).

It can be achieved, if Governments of the World Countries turn the industrial sectors, which produce Fertilizers and Other Chemicals from beneficial chemical reactions, to produce them from the sea water, in a beneficial way by extracting the necessary components from it. And the pure water are then to be let into the oceans to undergo the natural evaporation, which will retain the natural rainfall. Thus, the Lost Components of the soil will be restored As Fertilizers Artificially, to attain Naturality. And the hard remains of salt, similar to the rocks in structure and composition, are then transported to the mountains by man-made means.

It is important to note that, all these are made into existence by acute monitoring that, we are Restoring the Minerals and Salts that are Existed Previously in the areas During the Times of Natural Rainfall by finding the type of vegetation existed previously. And also important to note that, the utilisation of the Ground Water (i.e., from bore Wells) is need to be Stopped Inevitably, to avoid the imbalance in long time journey of the nature and in the case of Fresh Water (i.e., from rivers, ...) need to be Utilised Wisely.

Note: Information by L.R.S.. Also mentioned in https://youtu.be/tefXXoHpTg0 by us.